
The Things They Carried  Paper Grading Criteria   Name: __________________ 
 

You are writing a three to four page paper.  The minimum is three full pages.  Although the Works Cited is technically the last page of the paper, the 

works cited page does not count in the actual three to four page requirement.  Below you will find the guidelines that I will use to assess the paper.  

You will create a strong thesis statement and supporting, relevant topic sentences that will provide the structure as well as guide the focus and content 

of your paper.  Please note the order of organization in section II of the grading guide.  An analytical paper is about YOUR premises, conclusions, 

and connections.  Evidence from the source material should be a SMALL part of the content…seasoning, not the meal.  When writing a formal paper 

you must learn to balance concreteness and development without rambling.  Write as if your audience has NEVER read the text upon which you base 

your paper, but stay within the confines of your topic.  In considering the grade, adherence to the drafting packet will weigh heavily.    
 

I will evaluate you on the following areas:                     Worth     Earned 
 

I.  Focus                                                    12 ______ 
 A.  Strong thesis (title, author, genre, topic, defensible position) 

B.  Topic sentences (each paragraph requires its own)  

 C.  All information relates to and reinforces your thesis through the topic sentences 
 

II.  Organization  (Remember, you are building each paragraph around the evidence!)  16 ______  
A.  Introduction:  hooks the reader, provides brief/relevant background/context to the entire text, previews main points of  

      the paper, presents thesis 

B.  Well-developed paragraphs that include a topic sentence, Clarification/elaboration of topic, Context unique to details/evidence, 

details/examples, explanation of examples, and analytical significance (not summary)  

C.  Conclusion:  reaffirm thesis (keep components intact, reaffirm conclusions derived from analysis, reconnect to original  

source (general), final thought 

D.  Clinchers and transitions between paragraphs 
 

III.  Content                                22 ______ 
 A.  All information is relevant.  Do not editorialize. 

 B.  All ideas are completely and concretely explained in connection to the text. 

 C.  Strong, complementary supporting details and examples  

 D. Quoted examples (3) of evidence from primary source material: comprehensive…entire text 

 E.  Paraphrased examples (2) of evidence from different critics (secondary sources) 
  

IV.  Style                                                        7 ______ 
A.  Word Choice (NO dead words/phrases [except direct quotations]) 

B.  Active Verbs                                          

C.  Sentence Fluency                                                                       

 D.  Sentence Variation/NO questions 

 E.  NO first or second person pronouns (except direct quotes) 

 F.  Scholarly tone:  no slang or colloquialisms 
 

V.  Conventions           7 ______ 
 A.  Grammar 

 B.  Mechanics 

 C.  NO unreferenced pronouns 

 C.  Present tense verbs/NO contractions 

 D.  No abbreviations 
  

VI. Proper MLA citations/Incorporation of evidence                                                        6 ______ 
 A.  Evidence introduced 

 B.  Appropriate punctuation 

 C.  Appropriate parenthetical citation 

 D.  Evidence embedded in paragraph 
 

VII.  MLA formatting of paper                                                                                                                  5        ______ 
 **See the model on reverse          
 

 

Total Score (paper):                                                       75   _____ 

 

 

 

 

 

VIII.  Works Cited Page                 

MLA Standard             

              **See model/instructions on reverse        

 **Must be submitted electronically as “last page” of the paper for credit.   15          _______ 

UNSCORABLE 
(incomplete papers, papers 

lacking required evidence, 

no development,  no logic, 

unreadable, not typed, etc.) 

Share your Google Document at: 

lking@student.boyertownasd.org. 

Allow for editing/commenting. 

mailto:lking@student.boyertownasd.org
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